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Lessons Learned Management
LLM

Key Elements

Intuitive software allows a company
to more formally manage their lessons learned by taking the process
from the quickly forgotten, all-toocommon handwritten list or spreadsheet to a formal program.



A single system for all company lessons



Process monitoring across the fleet is easy to manage



Risk profiles created in association with the lesson



Lessons are shared with others quickly and efficiently



Sharing is by technology and other factors versus all or
nothing



Associated files & photos are embedded with the lesson



Autonomous actions as well as manually entered are
managed within the application.

Impact of process improvement

Each lesson learned is effectively
communicated to the fleet based on
established criteria, managed
through assigned actions, and each
location’s outcome captured along
with all related documentation…a
tool for efficiently pursuing continuous improvement.

Simplifying the Complex
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LESSONS LEARNED MANAGEMENT
- LLM -

A lesson entry system that allows for efficient administration, tracking, and
communications with your entire organization:
Easy entry
Record every lesson from the office or in the field with ease and accuracy;

Pro-Active lessons
Better manage communications across the organization by forwarding only related lessons
for consideration. Each location manages their own actions to ensure risk mitigation and
improved performance;

Autonomous actions
An automated action is created and communicated via an email alert to the selected manager for evaluation and action;

Automated alert emails
Actions are mapped, stored, and tracked along with alerts being sent to the Assigned To
and Responsible Person;

File storage
Manage all related lesson documentation and photos, regardless of file type. Access any
file easily from anywhere, making retrieval easy and quick; and,

Reports
Easy-to-generate reports providing management a useful tool to ensures oversight, performance & statistical indicators and status monitoring.

“Only data used to inspire action is meaningful”

